
Part One

Getting Acquainted with Online
Communities

It isvery rare that a relationship ofbelonging exists. ... [M]y aim is to construct asituation where a

deep, profound belonging exists. That has proved incredibly hard to do.

—Alexander, Ishikawa. Silverstein.Jacobson, Fiknlalil-King ft: Angel, A Pattern Language (l'J77)

The purpose of this part is to discuss the nature of onlinecommunity, in particular, to answer the question What is an online

community? The way relationships form online, howpeople behave, andthe rolesocial policies play allaffect howan online

community functions. The design of supporting software also impacts the community. Part One provides background

information to enable you to understand the interrelationships between people'sbehavior online, sociability, and usability.

People's interactions create onlinecommunities, anddevelopers can influence their success by howthey design policies and

software.
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Note: Chapter 1, Introduction, sets the scene. Chapter 2, Community Tours, takes you on

a guided tour of onlinecommunitiesfor health,education,and c-commerce.Likeany

guided tour, of, say, an art museum or historic site this guide points out interesting

features along the way. This chapter is for newcomers to online communities. It

provides the foundation for understanding sociability and usability. Experienced

users may wish to skim this chapter.

Chapters 3 and 4, Sociability: Purpose, People, and Policies, and Usability: Tasks, People,

and Software, discuss sociability and usability, building on Chapter 2. Why people

behave as they do isextremely complex. Even after yearsofresearch by psychologists

and sociologists, our knowledge of behavior in the physical world is limited, so it is

not surprising that we have much to learn about behavior online. Piecesof the puzzle

arc being put in place, but the picture is incomplete. Though each of these chapters

uses a simple framework for discussing components of sociability and usability, like

most frameworks, they hide a web of complexity. Nevertheless, the frameworks arc

valuable for categorizing key concepts so that they can be applied to online commu

nity development. The aim of Chapters 3 and 4 is to prepare you for Part Two,

Deueloping Online Communities.

Chapters 5 and 6, Research Speaks to Practice: Interpersonal Communication and Research

Speaks to Practice: Groups, introduce research from psychology, sociology, and com

munications studies that explains aspects of online behavior discussed in previous

chapters. These chapters are enlightening, but developers eager to get to Part Two

may wish to skim over them.
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Afterreading Part One, Getting Acquainted with Online Communities, youwillhave the

necessary background to develop or contribute to developing an online community

using ready-made software and HTML, or more sophisticated techniques, if you have

these skills.
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1 Introduction

We tire made for conversation with our hind. ... /./»</ to] communicate and share in the com

munications oj others.

John Dewey, Characters and Events, Vol. I (as quoted in Murphy, 1978, p. 1*1)

The term online community is used for manykinds of Internet social interactions. Thischapter examines the meaning of the

term, suggests a definition, and raises some key issues regarding its use. Thechapter also introduces the terms sociability

and usability, the key themes running through the book.
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Getting Acquaintedwith OnlineCommunities

Internet communities are here! In fact, they're everywhere. From New York to

London, Singapore, and beyond, trillions of email messages bounce from screen to

screen, every second ofevery day. Millions of peoplesend messages or type www.so-

mething.com; entrepreneurs pan for Internet gold; children play games and talk with

friends; teenagers dream of fame and fortune as they program feverishly in base

ments; women meet new friends in iVillage.com; sports fanatics around the world

"meet" to relive the thrill of recent games. In the wild west of the Internet, everyone

can stake a claim. In corporate boardrooms, high-level managers quake at the pro

spect of their markets being stolen. In short, if you arc not on the Internet, you don't

exist.

But what's after Amazon, eBay, Travelocity, TheGlobe, Xoom? What will it be?

Web sitescrammed with page after page ofunchanging information are out. Pioneers

driven by passion and power strive to settle the Internet, gambling on promising

URLs and patenting what they hope arc unique ideas. Entrepreneurs spawn com

munities hoping that customers will emerge from the cacophony of chatting.

Software developers design software, believing they are designing communities.

Meanwhile, keen-eyed, reflective sociologists describe the emergence of commu

nities. But communities are neither designed nor do they just emerge. How software

is designed affects community development just as the architecture of a house affects

those who live in it. How people interact in a community shapes its long-term

evolution. And though people's behavior cannot be controlled, it can be influenced.

Social behavior is complex, whether it occurson- or offline. Theoriesfrom sociology

and psychology help to explain social behavior online, but there is much that is

unpredictable (Wallace, 1999).
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This book focuses on the development of online communities. Two concepts that

help amateur and professional developers alike understand this process are sociability

and usability. Moderators, managers, and participants also benefit from becoming

familiar with these concepts. Sociability and usability form a bridge linking know

ledge about human behavior to appropriate social planning, policies, and software

design for successful online communities.

The collective purpose of a community, the goals and roles of the individuals in a

community, and policies generated to shape social interaction all influence social

interaction in the community. Sociability is concerned with all these issues. A com

munity's purpose could be, for example, to exchangeinformation about rare plants,

to discuss local government, to chat about the latest football game, to support those

suffering from rheumatism, to aid students studying via distance education or to

support business practices (i.e., a community of practice). Millions of different com

munities exist on the Internet, and all the people participating in them have goals,

whether to find information, make new friends, find best buys, learn about the stock

market, have fun, or get advice. Within the social framework defined by the com

munity's purposeand policies, peoplestrive to satisfy their own needs. Whether they

contribute to the good of the community or are just there to indulge themselves

depends on the community's policies and individual personalities. Thus, the purpose,

the people, and policies comprising a community determine what it is like. Each

community is unique, and there is no guaranteed recipe for a successful community.

However, developers can influence the way a community develops by carefully

communicating its purpose and policies. Clearly communicated, easily understand-
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able, socially acceptable, and logistically feasible policies canhelp to produce success

ful communities.

Usability is well-established in human-computer interaction design (Preece, 1993

Nielsen & Mack, 1994; Preece, Rogers, Sharp, Benyon, Holland & Carey, 1994:

Preece, Rogers & Sharp, 2001; Hackos & Redish, 1998; Shneiderman, 1998a

Mayhew, 1999). Usability isconcerned withdeveloping computer systems to support

rapid learning, high skill retention, and low error rates. Such systems support high

productivity; they arc consistent, controllable, and predictable, which makes them

pleasant and effective to use (Shneiderman, 1998a). The implication for online com

munities is that users arc able to communicate with each other, find information, and

navigate the community software with ease.

Pioneers who want to develop or manage online communities also need to know

some psychologyand sociology, in addition to being familiar with currently available

software.This knowledge isdistilled and opcrationalized via sociability and usability.

These two concepts then provide a framework for developing and evaluatingonhne

communities.

What Is an Online Community?

Online community means different things to different people. For some, it conjures

warm, fuzzy, reassuring images of people chatting and helping each other. For

others, it generates dark images of conspiracy, subversive and criminal behavior,
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and invasion of privacy. Still others sec a future in which physical communities are

undermined or replaced by online communities.

Not surprisingly, our experiences in physical communities lead us to infer what an

online community is. Dictionary definitions, for example, talk of groups with com

mon interests, shared goals, activities, and governance; groups and individuals who

cooperate to share resources and satisfy each other's needs. Some include enjoyment

and pleasure, while others strongly associatecommunity with a physical locale, such

as a village or town. The need to respect the feelings and property of others is also

mentioned, along with the importance of governance systems to ensure that this

happens. All these attributes appear in descriptions of online communities, but

their relative relevance is debated.

Superficially, the term onlinecommunity isn't hard to understand, yet it isslippery to

define. In a multidisciplinary field such as this, some definitions reflect a disciplinary

perspective. Further complications alsoarise when a topic suddenly becomes popular

and the term takes on buzzword status. Widespread use by c-commerce entrepre

neurs has in fact made the term a buzzword.

A working definition of online community

Developing online communities is a complex practical activity, and developers need a

definition that guides practice. To that end, the following definition is used in this

book:
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An online community consists of:

• People, who interact socially as they strive to satisfy their own needs or perform
special roles, such as leading or moderating.

• A shared purpose, such as an interest, need, information exchange, or service that
provides a reason for the community.

• Policies, in the form of tacit assumptions, rituals, protocols, rules, and laws that
guide people's interactions.

• Computer systems, to support and mediate social interaction and facilitate a senseof
togetherness.

The reasons for identifying these four high-level criteria arc revealed more fully in

Chapters 3 and 4. This definition provides a framework to guide developers in making

operational decisions, as will be seen throughout the book. Furthermore, it is suffi

ciently general to apply to a range of different communities, including physical

communities that have become networked (Schuler, 1996; Lazar & Preece, 1998),

communities supported by a single bulletin board, listserver or chat software, those

that are embedded in Web sites, multiuser dungeons or domains (MUDs) and object-

oriented MUDs (MOOs), and others. (If you arc totally unfamiliar with online

communities, take a look at some ofthe communities in Chapter 2 before reading on.)

Other ways of defining online community

We can't move on to examine the components of the working definition without

first discussing how others have characterized online community. This discussion

exemplifies the difficulty of agreeing to a single definition. It will also reveal the

complexity of the issues underlying online communities, issues that will be aired

here, then discussed in more depth in later chapters.
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In 1994, cyberspace guru Howard Rhcingold wrote: "... virtual communities arc

cultural aggregations that emerge when enough people bump into each other often

enough in cyberspace. A virtual community is a group of people who may or may

not meet one another face to face, and who exchange words and ideas through the

mediation ofcomputer bulletin boards and networks' (Rheingold, 1994,pp. 57-58).

His definition resulted from his seven-year involvement in the WELL (Whole Earth

'Lectronic Link), an early online community developed in the San Francisco Bay area

(Rheingold, 1993). He went on to paint a larger picture composed of the activities

that people engaged in, their reasons for participating, and the way they commu

nicated. In a single paragraph, Rheingold captured the essence of online community

in a way that endures today. He wrote: "In cyberspace, we chat and argue, engage in

intellectual discourse, perform acts of commerce, exchange knowledge, share emo

tional support, make plans, brainstorm, gossip, feud, fall in love, find friends and lose

them, play games and metagames, flirt We do everything people do when people

get together, but we do it with words on computer screens, leaving our bodies

behind. ... our identities commingle and interact electronically, independent of

local time or location" (Rheingold, 1994, p. 58).

Rhcingold's description ofhis experience in the WELL is almost as relevant today as

in 1994. Lack ofphysical presence online is still seen as a problem for communication

(Chapter 5). Attempts to solve this problem occupy technologists and produce gen

erations of ever more sophisticated avatars, video images, virtual environments, and

ingenious graphical representations. Despite these efforts, textual communication is

still the dominant default medium of communication. As important as solving the
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many technical issues is to understand social interaction online, develop appropriate

social procedures, and support them with good human-computer interfaces.

The most significant changes since 1994 arc the availability of greater processing

power at lower prices, coupled with the widespread expansion of the Internet.

Consequently, millions more people have access to online communities, compared

with just a few thousand in the early 1990s. However, despite this huge surge in

participation in online communities, fundamental questions remain unanswered:

How are online communities changing people's lives? What kind of people are

becoming participants? What is the relationship between online communities and

physical communities? How are they impacting each other? Are online communities

really communities, or are they pseudo-communities in which people swap pleasan

tries, exchange information, make uncommitted gestures of support, and develop

ephemeral friendships? Why do some communities endure and others are here today

and gone tomorrow? Can deep friendships develop from instant access to thousands

of people, scattered across the globe?

Attempts to characterize and define the concept of an online community are steps

toward answering these questions, because they identify salient characteristics; they

lay the foundations for insightful observation, followed by carefully planned research

studies. But when a topic, like online communities, captures the enthusiasm of dif

ferent groups with different expertise and goals, inevitably, a range of definitions

emerge that reflect these differences. In 1996, a multidisciplinary group of human-

computer interaction professionals met to identify key characteristics of online com-
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munitics. The outcome oftheir brainstorming sessions provides a basis for examining

definitions that reflect particular perspectives.

Multidisciplinary brainstorm perspective

The report from the brainstorming workshop held at an ACM CHI (Computer

Human Interaction) Conference on the theory and practice of physical and network

communities identified the following core attributes (Whittakcr, Issacs, & O'Day,

1997, p. 137):

1. Membershavea sharedgoal, interest, need,or activity that providesthe primary
reason for belonging to the community.

2. Members engage in repeated, active participation; often, intense interactions,
strong emotional ties, and shared activities occur among participants.

3. Members have access to shared resources, and policies determine the access to
those resources.

4. Reciprocity of information, support, and services among members is
important.

5. There is a shared context of social conventions, language, and protocols.

Some of these criteria are explicitly recognized in the working definition—specifi

cally, the first and fifthattributes. Others are discussed as lower-level attributes (three

and four) later in the book. The need for repeated, active participation mentioned as

part ofthe fourth attribute ismore controversial. Some peoplefeel strongly that this is

essential, that without this repeated engagement there is no community. But what

does this mean? If some percentage of participants post on a bulletin board twice,

three times, five times, or ten times, do they constitute a community? Emotions can

run high over this issue. Conferenceandjournal reviewers have been known to reject
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papers because they felt use of the term community had been trivialized. However, as

the discussion that follows indicates, these purist notions of community are being

replaced by definitions based on fewer and more superficial social interactions.

Commercialization of the Internet is sweeping online communities along in its

wake, thereby diluting the potency of the concept.

The working group also identified seven noncore attributes: different roles and the

reputations of people in those roles; awareness of membership boundaries and group

identity; initiation criteria for joining; community history and long duration of

existence; notable events or rituals, shared physical environments; and voluntary

membership (Whittaker et a!., 1997, p. 137). Most of these attributes also appear

in other definitions, several of which speak of continuing relationships cemented

by rituals. As in the core criteria, the notion of belonging over time is strong.

"Shared physical environment" evokes images ofvillages, towns, and local gathering

places. It is a strong component in many definitions, and developers must consider

what it means for their online communities. For example, the way software supports

different types of communication and online activity is addressed later in this book.

Sociology perspective

Even sociologists struggle to define community. For years, sociologists have defined

and redefined the concept (Wellman, 1982). Initially, communities were defined by

physical features such as size, location, and the boundaries that confined them. In later

years, when commuting became a way of life for many urban dwellers, identifying,

defining, and measuring physical characteristics of populations in continual transit

became a problem. Furthermore, cheaper transportation made it easier for people to
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join multiple communities to satisfy different needs. Subsequently, the strength and

type of relationships among people seemed more promising criteria for defining

communities (Wellman, 1997; Haythornthvvaite & Wellman, 1998). Relationships

that developed to satisfy strong identifiable needs were particularly potent indicators

of community.

Sociologists can map and determine the strength of these relationships using estab

lished techniques, such as network analysis, as discussed in Chapter 6. Though apply

ing techniques from sociology to online communities appears promising, research on

online communities is still at an early stage, compared with geographically based

communities, and more time is needed for a consensus to emerge.

The focus on social interaction that sociologists bring to this ne%v field is a

welcome counterbalance to the intense technological hype often associated with

the Internet. Unfortunately, many researchers studying online communities seem

unfamiliar with the long history of studying community by sociologists (Wellman

& Gulia, 1998). Consequently, there is a real danger of wasting time reinventing the

wheel.

Technology perspective

At the opposite end of the social-technical spectrum are the technology-oriented

definitions. The software that supports online communities isa frequently used short

hand way ofdefining them. It is very common to hear "techies" refer to chat, bulletin

board, listserver, UseNet News or Web-based community. Such terms arc concise

and instantly meaningful to these insiders. They know immediately the basic struc-
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ture of the supporting software and how it functions. They know, for example, that a

listserver delivers email messages to participants and that bulletin board participants

must go to the board. They know that the listserver community will not benefit from

messages being structurally related (known as threading), as is possible in the bulletin

board community; and much more. The point is, "geek speak" is ofvalue to those in

the know about technology-related issues, but says little or nothing about social

organization and interaction.

Virtual worlds perspective

Participants in MOOs and other virtual worlds arc keenly aware of technology.

Many are eager to push the limits of3D virtuality. They seek immersive experiences,

with the ultimate goal to represent themselves as 3D objects moving around a 3D

world with realistic perspective. Not surprisingly, their perspective on online com

munities involves a sense of immersion that mimics reality. Many virtual worlds

portray fantasy environments, i.e. where players participate in games or social inter

actions in which they disguise their true identities. Participation generally occurs

regularly over long periods,ofweeksor months, so there isopportunity for relation

ship building.Consequently,prolonged, repetitiveinteractionisseen asa criterion for

an online community by participants and researchers. So-called MOOcrs and

MUDers think the term online community has been usurped to describe less intense

social interaction such as occurs in typical bulletin boards.

E-commerce perspective

E-commerce entrepreneurs take a very broad view of community. Any chat or

bulletin board or communications software can be regarded as an online community.
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For them, the important issue is what draws people to and holds people in a Web site,

a concept known as stickiness, so that they will buy goods or services. Entrepreneurs

know that email is the "killer app" of the Internet. The success of America Online

(AOL) has proved that chatting online to friends, family, and new acquaintances is

big business. E-commcrcc entrepreneurs anticipate that online communities not only

will keep people at their sites, but will also have an important role in marketing, as

people tell each other about their purchases and discuss banner ads, and help and

advise eachother. Consequently, online communities are spawning by the dozen on

dot-com sites. Owners of these sites believe that online communities serve the same

function as the sweet smell of baking cakes does in a pastry shop. Both evoke images

of comfort, warmth, happiness and maybe even trust.

This highlycommercial perspective devalues theconceptofcommunity. But asSteve

Jones points out, the Internet, and particularly the Web, is a market-driven social

space (Jones, 1999a). In other words, businessshapes and dictates social interaction.

The Internet is to business what 747jumbo jets arc to transportation. It provides fast,

inexpensive communication and information transfer for businesses and their profes

sional and customer communities throughout the world. But many researchers and

online community advocates resent the implication that any online communication

among people constitutes a community. They believe that an online community is

more than just a stream of messages.

Special interest groups (SICs) and networks

Online community has also become a blanket term to describe any collection of

people who communicate online. This book accepts the current, broad, and non-
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discriminating definition of community. But not everyone takes this view, as this

discussion indicates, and readers should be aware of these different attitudes.

Sociologists make clear distinctions between groups, networks, and communities

(Wellman, 1997). Broadly speaking, a group has clear boundaries that determine

membership. Departments in companies and universities and officially designated

neighborhoods in cities arc examples of groups. In contrast, networks involve

relationships that can cross these boundaries. The term community connotes the

strength of relationships.

There are many examples of groups, such as special interest groups (SIGs) for educa

tion, professional issues and hobbies. SIGsfulfill a specific, narrowly defined purpose,

and aim to draw only members sharing that interest. According to Lee Sproull,

"Groups benefit their members and vice versa by providing physical, economic,

cognitive, and emotional resources. Electronicgroups do not provide direct physical

or economic resources but they frequently offer information that may lead to them—

for example, medical advice,sales opportunity etc." (Sproull & Faraj, 1997). Andrew

Fccnbcrg points out that "online groups need not form a community to work

effectively together so long as the members have well-defined roles in performing

a shared task" (Fccnbcrg, 1993, p. 188).

Similarly, the term online community is often used to include community networks

(Schuler, 1996), also known as networked communities (Cohill & Kavanaugh, 1997).

An increasing number of physical communities, such as Seattle, Washington, and

Blacksburg, Virginia, have community networks to link and support community

members. These networks, like the WELL (Rheingold, 1993), typically focus on local
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services and community issues. Citizens can link to the Internet, but there is a strong

focus on the local community.

Douglas Schulcr, author ofNew Community Networks, advocates the role ofcommu

nity networks as a resource that should be built by the community (Schulcr, 1996).

He claims that new communities should combine aspects of the old and the new,

because history is an important part of community: "They must rest on the solid

foundations of principles and values and be flexible and adaptable, intelligent, and

creative. They must be inclusive. Everyone must be allowed to participate. They will

have to engage both governments and business because they both exist to provide

services for people. These institutions must be accountable to the people, and not the

reverse" (Schuler, 1996, p. xi). Schuler proposes the following core values for build

ing community networks: conviviality and culture, education, strong democracy,

health and human services, economic equity, opportunity and sustainability, and

information and communication. They imply long-term relationships, acknowled

ging the past and the importance of governance (as discussed later in Chapter 3). But

they go beyond mere attributes; they are values to guide developers and inspire

participants. Schulcr reminds us that technology can havea special role in promoting

these values via online communities. Developers, managers, students, and users are

advised to keep one eye on these core values while they strive to map human needs

with technology.

Bright and Dark Sides of Online Communities

From birth to death, we shape and are shaped by the communities to which we

belong. For better or worse, these communities influence our vocabulary, what we
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talk about, how we spend our time, what we consider important, with whom we

interact, and the nature of those interactions. Some communities enable strong social

interactions, while others are weak networks ofassociates; some support, nurture, and

care for their members, while others are mean-spirited, uncaring, and destructive.

As with the advent of the telephone and television, the introduction of computers

into the home is changing how people interact socially (Anderson, Bikson, Law, &

Mitchell, 1995). The incredible growth ofcompanies like Amazon.com indicates that

it is quicker, easier, and cheaper for many people to buy their books and other

commodities via the computer than to go to a store. Greater numbers of people

are communicating via email and joining bulletin board communities. Adoption of

the term online community in e-commerce supports the belief that the term conveys

strong positive associations for customers. Yet physical communities do not always

function well and to the advantage of all, or even the majority, of their members. So

why assume that online communities will do any better? It's easy, but dangerous, to

assume that all communities are good. There will be many different types of online

and networked communities, just as there arc all kinds of face-to-face communities.

A threat to personal relationships?

As more people gain Internet access, will the distinction between online and facc-to-

face community blur? People use the Internet to connect with family and friends

(Kraut, Patterson, Lundmark, Kiesler, Mukhopadhyay, & Scherlis, 1998), but, what

will be the effectofbringing people together who have never been connected before?

Anecdotes tell of people traveling across the world to meet new Internet friends,

building strong relationships, and even marrying. Conversely, numerous reports


